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4D Foil Balloons Factory 

Borun 4D foil Balloon Factory is one of the earliest 

4D foil balloons manufacturers in China. After 15 

years of development of manufacturing technology, 

it can now produce no less than 20,000 4D foil 

balloons every day. 4D foil balloon is one of the foil 

balloons, which is a relatively popular foil balloon. 

High quality 4D foil balloon with low price is the 

most concerned problem of customers. 

 

 

Product Description 

Borun 4D Foil Balloon factory produces balloons in a variety of colors, more than 50 different 

colors and can provide 10 inch 4D foil balloon, 15 inch 4D foil balloon, 18 inch 4D foil balloon, 

22 inch 4D foil balloon, 32 inch 4D foil balloon, Smooth surface, large air filling, less wrinkling, 

high flexibility are the main characteristics and can meet the customer's customized needs. In 

the process of customizing 4D foil balloons, we can provide customers with independent 

customized solutions and we can carry out fine processing for the patterns you provide. 

  

4D foil balloons are the main balloon products for party decoration. Borun 4D foil Balloon 

Factory once had customers purchase more than 200,000 4D foil balloons at one time, and 

they have repeatedly purchased them for more than three times. Customers usually after buy 

into helium or hydrogen, so 4d foil balloons can fly, can be used to decorate the house or 

restaurant and bar owners purchase 4D foil balloons as roof decoration bar, because of 4D foil 

balloons is a very special - mirror 4D foil balloons, the foil balloons reflective effect is very good, 

Can expand the scattering effect of color light lamp. 

  

The 4D foil balloons produced by Borun Balloon Factory in China have very good sealing and 

precise balloon boundary workmanship. When filled with helium or hydrogen gas, the 

saturation of 4D foil balloons from other factories can be maintained longer. In the process of 

party decoration, customers usually purchase together with the balloon arch kit, so that the 

decorative effect is better. 

  

Since the customer purchased a large quantity of 4D foil balloons, the Borun 4D foil balloon 

factory has prepared sufficient inventory, which can guarantee the delivery within 7 days. We 

are a mature balloon factory can solve all the balloon related products for you, and we provide 

freight forwarding service to ensure that you can receive the goods you ordered. 
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